
WHAT IS MEANT BY SOCIAL FACILITATION

Social facilitation is defined as improvement in individual performance when working with other people rather than alone.
In addition to working together with.

Many public tasks demonstrate the effects, both the costs and benefits, of social facilitation. The normal
cardiovascular response serves to improve performance, but the threat-like cardiovascular response serves to
impede performance. The American Journal of Psychology, 45 2 ,  Social facilitation has been applied to the
study of activities such as teenage drinking, drug use, overeating, and even acting with more prejudice. The
theory states that these individuals find "safety in numbers". This explanation emphasizes the importance of
self-presentational concerns related to performing in front of others. Cottrell, N. So, by feedback-loop model,
people do better in the presence of others because of this increased awareness about their behavior.
Physiological Mechanisms The drive-arousal hypothesis received some support, using a variety of
methodological techniques. In situations that were non evaluative or less evaluative, social facilitation effects
were often eliminated. This was something most psychologist were aware of at this time. Specifically,
individuals perform better on simpler or well-rehearsed tasks and perform worse on complex or new ones. The
theory states distraction can be a source of social facilitation on simple tasks, as it can cause attentional
conflict that can increase motivation which increases the drive proposed by Zajonc. Robert Zajonc offered an
answer to this question in  Attention theories that explain social facilitation include the distraction-conflict
hypothesis, the overload hypothesis, the feedback-loop model, and the capacity model. American Journal of
Psychology, 9,  The attention theory takes into account the effect of distractions in the environment on social
facilitation. Perhaps the first social psychology laboratory experiment was undertaken in this area by Norman
Triplett in  However, even though general autonomic reactivity increased for everyone in the audience
condition, very different physiological profiles were produced, depending on whether the cognitive task was
novel or well learned. Instead of studying task performances of college sophomores, Zajonc enlisted 72 female
cockroaches Blattis orientalis, to be exact to run an easy or a difficult maze. In other words, it implies that the
cause of evaluation apprehension comes from a learned audience. Other theories of social facilitation have
been proposed. A more cognitive model constructed in an expectancy theory framework is shown as a
plausible alternative explanation for employee performance and the effects of social facilitation. Examples of
Social Facilitation A student, who is learning a new arithmetic concept when being observed by another
individual, is more likely to take longer to solve a problem. Research has shown that well-learned tasks are
facilitated under observation, whereas novel tasks are inhibited under observation. While both sets of monkeys
completed the task, those in the social group completed it three times faster than those monkeys that were
alone. Social facilitation, therefore, makes easy tasks faster and easier to complete and makes difficult tasks
more difficult. Why Is Performance Improved or Impaired? Despite the two clearly conflicting schools of
thought, researchers have not been able to conclusively prove which one is correct. Triplett's experiment had a
simple design; a cyclist's performance when alone was compared with a cyclist's performance when racing
against another cyclist. Social loafing and social facilitation. Attention approach[ edit ] In the s, explanations
shifted from activation theories to attention theories, which imply that withdrawal from some things is
necessary in order to deal effectively with others. Pick a style below, and copy the text for your bibliography.
Triplett demonstrated that competitive cyclists paired with other cyclists yielded faster racing times than did
cyclists racing against the clock. This task is difficult because the word is a color word printed in an
incongruent color e. Therefore, the presence of an audience causes an individual to do better on a simple task
or worse on a more complicated task. References Chen, S. They studied the reactivity of male high school and
college students, where their responses were based on the strength they developed through prior training, and
found that the groups who felt their performance was being evaluated had more dominant responses than the
groups who were simply in the presence of an audience without being evaluated, or those that were alone.
They found that participants who were explicitly told that their training was being monitored performed
markedly worse on a post-training skills test than participants who were unaware that their training was being
monitored. In this study, each child was given a string and was told to wind it. In the study involving
Java-based Internet Dutch auction, the findings indicated that social facilitation does indeed occur and
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participants improve their results and stay longer in the auction under conditions of higher virtual presence.
Psychological Bulletin, 94,  The activation theory describes how we are physiologically aroused and how that
affects our functioning. He then took this experiment to a laboratory when he provided some children with
some strings and asked them to wind up a fishing line. Performance decreases on complex tasks because the
performers focus on the distracters, but also need to focus on the relevant stimuli that are characteristic of
complex tasks, and they cannot handle all of the information they are being presented with.


